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DAT/EM Capture, Summit Evolution, Landscape, and the DAT/EM logos are trademarks of DAT/EM Systems International. Trademarks provided under license from Esri. Other product and company names mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

DAT/EM Capture is the primary tool for vector information collection (which can be 
collected directly into one or more companion CAD or GIS programs) from stereo 
images. Currently supported companions are AutoCAD, MicroStation, and Esri ArcGIS; 
the Capture API (Application Program Interface) is also available to enable 
development for other CAD and GIS programs. The stereo capture capability is very 
helpful to people trying to interpret imagery such as urban planners, foresters, wetlands 
biologists and geologists.
DAT/EM Capture interfaces to DAT/EM’s flagship products, the Summit EvolutionTM 
digital photogrammetric workstation and the LandScapeTM point cloud editing toolkit.
Capture works in the background to send 3D (x, y, z) ground coordinates to the 
companion application. Simultaneously, 2D or 3D features from the CAD or GIS 
software are rendered back in true relative 3D position in the stereo display using 
DAT/EM SuperImpositionTM for immediate feedback and feature verification. The user’s 
experience and productivity are enhanced through precise and instantaneous 
validation of work. 

DAT/EM MapEditor is a toolkit for AutoCAD 
or Microstation with many time-saving tools. 
MapEditor for AutoCAD works completely 
within AutoCAD and AutoCAD-based 
applications. MapEditor for Microstation is an 
MDL application that works completely within 
MicroStation and MicroStation-based 
applications. MapEditor runs on Windows 
XP®, Windows Vista®, and Windows 7.
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DAT/EM Capture’s drawing and 
editing tools make mapping-specific 
tasks easy to accomplish
Custom building squaring modes
Choice of 2D and 3D snapping 
modes 
Spot elevations
A wide selection of multiple-line 
offsets
DTM point collection
Specialty mapping tools such as 
contour labeling
CAD-specific attribute mapping
3D digitizing, vertex dragging, and 
field editing
Stereo viewing with real-time panning 
and zooming
Vector data superimposition onto 
stereo imagery 

Features

Features

3D TO 2D conversion of polylines
BREAK polylines along cutting edges
BREAKLINE FILTER changes the 
layer of DTM points that are located 
near linework
CROSSCHECK searches for crossing 
polylines
DTM DISTRIBUTOR combines two or 
more DTM point sets into a grid
EDITLINE draws or combines existing 
polylines into a new polyline section
EXTEND or trim polylines to meet 
other polylines
FILTER reduces number of polyline 
vertices and maintains initial 
appearance 
FIX Z values on 2D polylines so 
vertex shares elevation with starting 
segment
GRIDIT inserts a map sheet grid with 
northing and easting text
VISIT to look at result coordinates

BREAK elements at selected vertices, near 
points, or on an intersecting element or fence
BREAKLINE FILTER delete/modify points 
from the area in or near line 
string/fences/shapes
CHANGE ATTRIBUTES standardize or 
change combinations of level, color, weight 
and line code
CHECK ATTRIBUTES a report of unverified 
objects for interactive editing
CLOSE LINE STRING turn line strings to 
shapes
CURVE TO LINE STRING turn curves into 
line string (also works in reverse order)
DELETE objects based on attributes
DTM DISTRIBUTOR merge multiple DTM 
point distributions into one evenly spaced 
DTM grid
FIX COMPLEX HEADER verifies, repairs, 
and compresses, complex line strings and 
shapes
VISIT to look at result coordinates

MapEditor for 
AutoCAD Features

MapEditor for 
MicroStation Features

Standards-Compliant Airspace 
Obstruction Identification Tool

As a component of Summit EvolutionTM Professional, with 
CaptureTM for ArcGIS®, Airfield3D collects precise 3D 
geospatial airport and aeronautical data. It uses the 
stereoplotter engine of Summit Evolution Professional to 
enable viewing, identification, and attribution of objects 
penetrating sensitive airspace. Using DAT/EM's 
world-renowned stereo user interface, Airfield3D offers 
automatic project set up, automatic field calculation and 
attribution (with manual override), and visual cueing of 
obstruction surface violations. Airfield3D collects all data 
directly into FAA-designed templates for ArcGIS so files are 
always in delivery format. 

Contour Creator generates and stores permanent contours 
into .DXF or CAD or GIS drawings. Once editing the terrain 
model is complete, run Contour Creator to check for 
blunders and crossed contours, smooth the resulting lines, 
symbolize, and place them on their appropriate database 
category.

Straightforward add-on application to create orthophotos 
and orthophoto mosaics from Summit EvolutionTM 
stereo projects.

Enforces to U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular 
150/5300-18B (18B) standard at every step. When finished, data is 
already FAA 18B compliant.
Automatically and simultaneously fills in multiple attribute fields based on 
the obstacle measurement.
Digitizes into the FAA-supplied ArcGIS templates.
Includes status tools to display how many points are measured for each 
surface and how many are required.
Creates complete reports of obstruction data for each surface.

Accepts input from many industry standard point file formats and accepts 
multiple input formats at one time.
Allows user to select specific layers or levels from active AutoCAD®, 
MicroStation®, or ArcGIS®.
Allows selection of layers or levels from the reference files in AutoCAD 
and MicroStation.
Essential tools such as automatic depression contour identification, TIN- 
or grid-based calculations and contour exclusion removal.

Features
Creates orthophotos from the following Summit Evolution project types: 
Aerial, ADS40/80/100, DAT/EM-PCI ProPack, ENVI Epipolar, ALOS 1, and 
Satellites with RPC.
Improves orthophoto results with a wide variety of point file and vector file 
input formats. Multiple input formats may be used at the same time.
Applies orthophoto image corrections such as histogram, brightness, and 
channel mapping settings active in the Summit Evolution project.
For mosaics, offers hot spot removal, exclusion areas, image balancing, 
histogram matching, and other image corrections.
Advanced automatic mosaic seam line generation, manual editing, and 
seam import/export tools.
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Contour Creator generates and stores permanent 
contours into .DXF or CAD or GIS drawings. Once 
editing the terrain model is complete, run Contour 
Creator to check for blunders and crossed contours, 
smooth the resulting lines, symbolize, and place 
them on their appropriate database category.

 ▪ Accepts input from many industry standard 
point file formats and accepts multiple input 
formats at one time.

 ▪ Allows user to select specific layers 
or levels from active AutoCAD®, 
MicroStation®, or ArcGIS®.

 ▪ Allows selection of layers or levels from 
the reference files in AutoCAD and 
MicroStation.

 ▪ Essential tools such as automatic 
depression contour identification, TIN- 
or grid-based calculations and contour 
exclusion removal.
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